
ApproachApproachApproachApproach                                                                        (Numbers refer to locations in Fig.1) 
 

Park in the pay and display car park at Pen-Y-Pass – it’s worth arriving early on summer 
weekends as the car park fills up quickly. Follow the wide Miners’ Track out of a gate in the 
SW corner of the car park all the way to a small water-pumping hut at Llyn Llydaw (1). Bear 
left along a smaller paved path, crossing a footbridge and heading up steep slopes towards 
Lliwedd’s NE Ridge. After a short way the ground levels off on top of a small hillock (2). From 
here, bear right (SW) over pathless terrain to pick up one of several very weak trails 
traversing above the lake. The higher trails are generally easier but less distinct. 
 
Eventually the screes beneath Lliwedd are reached (3) – this is a good point to identify the 
start of the routes. All routes are approached initially by heading up the screes to the bottom 
of the East Buttress (where the Heather Shelf is located). 
 

StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    
 
There are three main ways of approaching climbs on Lliwedd. In bad weather this face 
becomes a true mountain experience, and packs with spare clothes, boots, map & compass 
should be carried over the summit. In better conditions, some parties leave Pen-y-Pass with 
just one rucsac so that between them they can carry descent shoes and survival gear up the 
route and descend back to the car. The third option is to leave kit at the base, carry a very 
small day-pack with food and water up the route, and then return to the foot of the climb 
before the walk-out. This option is only appropriate in good weather for routes on East 
Buttress, or if an enchainment is attempted. 

DescentDescentDescentDescent             
 
To descend from all three routes, first gain the summit of East Buttress. From here a good 
path is followed eastwards passing right (south) of a subsidiary summit to a grassy col. From 
here there are two options… 
 
1) To descend to the bottom of the face, drop left (north) off the col. This looks unlikely at 

first, appearing to be very steep grass with difficult rocky sections. In reality, however, 
the gully can be followed with only a few scrambly moves all the way to the bottom of 
the East Buttress. This is the preferred way for climbers who have left kit at the base 
of the climbs, or those attempting multiple routes. 

 
2) To return to Pen-Y-Pass, continue along the path passing to the right (south) of the 

next subsidiary summit. Keep traversing around the peak until the path descends 
again to a broad  levelling. Here, the path bears left and drops down steep ground 
heading north back towards Llyn Llydaw. There is one rocky section near the start of 
the descent that can be difficult to negotiate in thick mist or darkness, and care is 
advised. Take time to properly identify the eroded trail! 

 
From below the steep section an obvious paved path leads back to the Lake, from 
where the Miner’s track can be followed easily to the car park. 
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Home to some of the country’s longest climbs, Lliwedd is the ultimate destination for those in 
search of true mountain route adventures. This big, imposing face is often shunned by modern 
climbers, but in reality it holds three very fine full-day outings that provide far more exciting and 
committing situations than their Tryfan counterparts. Route finding on all of these lines is 
notoriously difficult, the holds are awkwardly sloping, and belays can be tricky to arrange, 
making for an all-together more serious atmosphere.  
 
Routes here generally involve lengthy easy 
sections and distinct and awkward 
crux pitches. 
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Horned Crag           Avalanche, Red Wall & Longland’s Slanting Buttress 


